Telomerase is frequently activated in tumors with microsatellite instability.
Telomeres are specialized structures at the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes that are required for the complete replication and stability of naturally occurring chromosome ends. Telomere stabilization is critical for the unlimited cellular proliferation that is necessary for tumor formation. While most tumors achieve telomere stabilization through activation of telomerase, a subset of tumors utilize a recombination-based mechanism termed Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT) to maintain chromosome termini. Tumors utilizing ALT for telomere preservation will likely be refractory to treatment with telomerase inhibitors. Furthermore, tumors carrying mutations that predispose a cell to utilize ALT may activate this pathway when challenged by telomerase inhibition. Mutation of the mismatch repair (MMR) pathway enhances telomerase independent survival in yeast, with the survivors using recombination-based pathways for telomere maintenance. One possibility is that mutation of the MMR pathways alleviates suppression of recombination, thereby abrogating the need for telomerase activation. If true, one might predict an increased frequency of tumors harboring MMR mutation to use ALT for telomere maintenance. Here we characterized tumors with and without MMR mutation for the presence of telomerase activity versus ALT. We found similarly frequent activation of telomerase in tumors with and without MMR mutation, suggesting that human tumors with MMR mutation may respond favorably to treatment with telomerase inhibitors.